Berlin process London Summit 2018

04 July 2018, Holiday Inn, Skopje, Macedonia

10.45 – 11.00
Registration of participants

11.00 – 11.10
Welcoming remarks
Mr Marko TROSANOVSKI
President, Institute for Democracy "Societas Civilis" - Skopje
Mr Igor BANDOVIC
Program Manager, European Fund for the Balkans

11.10 – 11.40
Opening speeches
H.E. Ambassador Charles GARETT
Ambassador of the of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to Macedonia
H.E. Ambassador Jacek MULTANOWSKI
Ambassador of the of the Republic of Poland to Macedonia
Mr Bojan MARICHIKJ
Special advisor for Euro-Atlantic Integrations and coordinator for Berlin Process, Office of the Prime Minister

11.40 – 12.10
Presentation of SEE Think Net and policy briefs
Dr Jelka KLEMENC
Project Coordinator, DCAF Ljubljana
Dr Florian QEHAJA
Executive Director, Kosovar Centre for Security Studies, KCSS
The discussion will be moderated by Mr Zoran NECHEV, SEE Think Net coordinator and Senior researcher at the Institute for Democracy 'Societas Civilis'

12.10 – 12.30
Questions from the audience

12:30
Cocktail will be organized following the conference.
The working language of the conference is English. No interpretation provided.